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ABSTRACT
Due to rapid advancement of electronic commerce and web technologies in recent years,
the concepts and such applications have been significantly extended. This research will
look deeply into the e-procurement among the small medium enterprise (SME) and to
analyse their most needed and accurate requirement from this type of internet business
tools to run the business in Malaysia. The objective is to connect the ideas between
business environment (business scope) and the business requirement accurately
significantly to create an e-procurement system to provide a conductive platform for
product requisition, payment transaction, discussion, assistance, cooperation and
coordination between responsible vendors and serious customer including private sectors,
regional and international organizations. One of the main challenges is there nowadays
there's a lot of existing procurement system online involve, it is important to research and
analyst this existing systems to extract the main idea and compare it with the project
objective and requirement to finally discuss the best ideas that is required for the
proposed system. In this project, several techniques have been used starting with ideas
and information research and gathering that have been done through journals, existing
paper work, and previous systems that create by previous students. For the products
(furniture raw materials) information and attributes, considerable survey has been done
through the internet and magazine and also from the products questionnaire. Based on all
the research and findings, finally a working system (prototype) of an E-Procurement
intermediary for SME specifically on furniture raw materials should be implemented
and to be the best solution that satisfied all parties.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
This project and research are mainly on Malaysia furniture small and medium enterprise
(SME) that covered both east and west peninsular Malaysia. The existence of SME
business is very significant for the country growth as it has a lot of benefits andpotential.
Malaysia as a developing country significantly needs the growth of this SME companies
as it have very high potential to generate the country revenues, for example in Taiwan
more than 70% of its economic revenue is been support by the growth of their SME
companies. Increasingly, international wood furniture buyers are using the internet to
transform the way they do business and by which they collaborate with trading partners.
In particular, many of them are using the internet to trade online and to develop close
knowledge-based links with suppliers. It is believed that SME have the opportunity and
potential to experience the procurement system no matter what kind of company and
business they are doing, the system should provide the benefits that they require. Any
business that procures resources, goods or services should take the idea into mind as the
procurement level is central confirming the business in the right flow.
First of all this project is to enhance previous system of online e-procurement that will
involve three main players such as administrator, purchaser (customer) and vendors. The
items and goods that involve in this business are specifically on furniture base materials.
Even the system is online web based system; the concepts still derive from the
procurement traditional process to provide the user with the following function such as
purchase requisition, vendor selection, products information, product ordering, invoicing
or billing, payment and communicator among the users. Procurement process is
important for making sure that business is in the flow although it is small or medium
sized companies.
1.2 Project Scope
The mission of this project is to enhance a previous system to make it more reliable in
terms of its effectiveness and efficiency for onlinebusiness purposes. The outcome of the
project should basically able to help, assist, coordinate and connect business partners
within Small and Medium Industry to procure and published their product inside an
online forum or website as a free center marketplace that's operate 24 hours daily. The
project has been started since 23rd ofJanuary 2006 and the results should be due on the 1st
of May 2006. In the end of the project, the developer should make sure the system is
capable of running and include the main function such as purchasing, vendor selection,
quotation, manager approval, ordering, invoicing and payments.
1.3 Problem Statement
One of the main challenges is there nowadays there's a lot of existing procurement (for
example: www.commerx.com) system online involve, it is important to research and
analyst this existing systems to extract the main idea and compare it with the project
objective and requirement to finally discuss the best ideas that is required for the
proposed system. The tasks is to make sure the information that gather is good enough to
create an ideas that will assure the player of the system understand the whole concept, to
assure only the right people involve in the system, to come out with a complete and
correct business process (rules and workflow), and should be no replication or same
information that can create confusion among the user. This will confirm whether e-
procurement system is beneficial for the furniture SME and does it successfully suit to
the related company.
During the creation of the system, the problem that drives to the development of the
project is how to have a system to represent the information and interest of the entire
Malaysia furniture raw materials SME at the national, regional and international levels.
The problem is to create or provide a conductive platform for product requisition,
payment transaction, discussion, assistance, cooperation and coordination between
responsible vendors and serious customer including private sectors, regional and
international organizations. Relate to this, the other problem would be to save the costs
(compare to manual procurement) of the company and provide the benefits of online
procurement services that will somehow encourage the overall stability, healthy
development and sustainable growth of the furniture industry. It is significant by this
system to provide a large space of furniture raw materials market place for customer and
vendor to contact among each other at anytime from anywhere online using any kind of
computer or laptop thatconnect to theinternet and finally enjoying theirbusiness.
1.4 Objectives
The objectives of this project are:
• To enhance the previous system in terms of its data gathering, functionality and
output.
• To enhance the system to make sure it is reliable enough with today's kind of
business environment and to make sure the system compatible with the user needs.
• To gather requirements which include functional and non functional requirements in
order to develop a website that performs as a portal or an electronic market place for
procurement. The needs of the company for costs, time and man power can be
minimize.
• Lastly from proper data gathering and analyzing, to develop a prototype of a




In developing this online procurement system, a project work and methodology has been
established to make sure all the works to develop the system that to be done will be levels
in an appropriate approach. The methodology consists of 7 phases of development:









2.1 Introduction to SME
In general there is no exact definition of small and medium enterprise (SME). However,
the definition of SME usually based on fixed quantitative criteria such as number of
employees, amount of capital; amount of assets owned and recently including the sales of
turnover of enterprise (Hashim & Wafa, 2002). In Malaysia, the Small and Medium
Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) defines SMEs as manufacturing
companies or companies providing manufacturing related services with annual sales
turnover not exceeding RM25 million and full time employees not more than 150.
2.2 Introduction to E-Procurement
E-Procurement can be known as a new way in procuring goods, materials and services.
Rapid advancement of electronic commerce and web technologies in recent years has
extended the concepts and application of online systems: as quality decision support
systems. In 1994 E-Procurement as we know did not exist, but ten years later, in 2003
i
around 75 million American consumers are expected to spend about $95 - $100 billion on
E -Business and it is estimated to grow to $217 billion by 2007 (Johnson, 2002). The E-
Procurement development had a great impact on all aspects of business, including
customer acquisition, marketing, human resource management, finances and operations
(Geoffrion and Krishnan, 2001).
The implementation of E-Procurement initiatives should also be seen as an effort to
modernize the public procurement and thus to improve the procurement goals, which
normally include quality, timeliness, cost, minimizing business, financial and technical
risks, maximizing competition and maintaining integrity (MacManus, 2002).
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In traditional procurement, the tasks that need to be executed in the procurement value
chain are done manually although there might be some computerization. Basically,














Figure 2.1 Procurement Process
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2.3 Benefits of E-Procurement
According to Teo Internet is regarded as effective medium of communication for
individual usage and for business purpose as well. Internet also offers business an
opportunity to perform business transaction (2002). This includes:
• Internet eliminates the boundary of geographical factor, time factor, and cost factor
for the business to reach and interact with customers, business partners and suppliers.
Businesses may communicate with supplier that resides in other countries or even
they are separated by the ocean.
• Internet connection nowadays is affordable even to small businesses. As for initial
cost, the business only need to acquire a personal computer, an internal or external
modem and an internet account with local service provider. Thus, SME may have an
equal competitiveness with bigger firms.
• Internet is may provide mass and variety of information to its users. The information
may also more easily share among employees in an organization, if the business is
wired by internet. Email and messaging is reliable and almost in real time.
• Payment and contact to supplier or receiving payment and contact from clients is
easier by via electronic transactions and could be done over the internet.
Further details provided from NeoCon research on E-Commerce & Furniture as a new
paradigm. Some of the benefits of e-procurement on furniture industry:
• As an online business reference.
• As an online manufacturer or dealer contact.
• As an online customer shopping assistance.
• Giving purchase options.
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2.4 Risks of E-Procurement
• Data Recovery - A procurement system can have a lack of data recovery that is not
stored in any other database, if there's a case of data lost, the data just lost forever.
This will blow the business opportunity as consumers perception toward online
concept will go negatively for sure.
• Security - Is the security aspect is secured enough to protect and detect the access and
modify ofdata to protect the regulation and privacy from being violated.
• Uncertainty - The customer or the vendor in reality actually doesn't really know who
they are dealingwith. Even the details is there it is still create uncertainty betweenthe
players as using the system people just doing business through messaging without
have to met. The concepts completely different from the traditional one.
• User lack of skill - If the E-Procurement system is created with complications, it will
definitely give a hard time for a normal user or user that lack of use internet to use the
system.
2.5 Why there still SME companies do not prefer E-Procurement concepts?
Internet benefits businesses not only as effective medium of communication but also may
adopt as medium to conduct business transaction. Malaysian government has launched
numerous opportunity and incentive to help Malaysian SME in adopting internet as their
main business tools. However Kotelnikov contended that, the SMEs in Malaysia are still
not aware of the benefit of doing business through the internet because they are extremely
busy with their routine problems and have little time with other activities (2000).
Furthermore, Awang contended that, 87% of the SMEs are slow in adopting the online
business due to the 'wait and see' attitude with two valid reason; unsure of getting people
to visit their site and uncertain of the return on investment (ROI) by doing so (2001).
Despite many potential benefits that internet offers, many businesses especially the small
businesses reluctant to adopt internet as business tools due to lack of capital, lack of skill
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worker to use the internet, and bad perception on view of security of the internet to
perform their business functions. Adopting internet not only to acquire necessary
equipments and using the internet facility but business must also have strategies in
adopting the internet. According to Croteau and Bergeron adequate deployment of
information technology would support strategic level activities, hence will affect
organizational performance (2001).
Lack of skilled human resources in SME is one of the factors deterring business from
adopting the internet as their business tools (Marron, 2003). SME generally have low
number of employees and most of them are multi tasking. Consequently, SMEs would be
lack of skilled human resources in keeping up with the technology.
The cost of having connected to the internet for business purposes includes the initial cost
and the maintenance cost. Normally, SME in Asia including Malaysia are family owned.
Therefore, these SMEs are adopting simple management structure and adopting internet
is perceived as a complex management structure.
2.6 CDC as Malaysia E-Procurement Web Based Intermediary.
At present, 3,500 government agencies are using e-procurement while the number of
suppliers registered with e-procurement totaled 44,000. As prescribed under the Treasury
circular, government procurement would only be done with suppliers who are registered
with e-procurement. Commerce Dot Com Sdn Bhd (CDC), has more than 35,000
government suppliers registered for e-procurement but only a mere 6,000 suppliers are
active users at the moment. Through e-procurement, suppliers would not only become
accessible to procurement centers nationwide but they now automatically qualify as
worldwide suppliers. With an increased base of potential buyers domestically and
globally, suppliers are set to enjoy enhanced revenue opportunities. Once a government
procuring office is online to e-procurement, they can buy everything from pencils to
office furniture to spare parts through the system. The only items that are not dealing with
are items of national interest fighter planes, submarines and petroleum products.
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Everything else whether through a central contract (the whole government buying from a
single contract), direct purchase (items costing up to RM100, 000 that are not handledby
the central contracts), quotations (items costing between RM101, 000 and RM200, 000)
and tenders (items costing in excess of RM201, 000) are to be purchased through the e-
procurement system.
There are three modules under the e-procurement system, which consists of sales channel
supplier registration, central contract and direct purchases. All of these modules already
fully functional and are being used by the government in its procurement exercises.
Currently, almost all suppliers to the government are registered with e-procurement.
However, fewer than 18,000 electronic catalogue items have been created and uploaded
into the e-procurement system. Electronic catalogues are a critical component of the e-
procurement system and suppliers have been urged to place their product catalogues into
the system to enable the government to source for their goods. With e-procurement,
government buyers can now make more accurate procurement decisions, with immediate
access to the latest product and pricing information available online thereby making
smart purchases instantly.
2.7 Motorola using Ariba's e-procurement software.
Motorola is one example of company that is using the e-procurement system. Motorola
has been using Ariba's e-procurement software since 1999. It has also conducted e-RFPs
for more than five years and e-auctions for more than a year. As of March 2002,
Motorola has more than 21,500 users representing 309 locations in 19 countries. The
company has 697 internally hosted catalogs, which include a total of 650,000 items. For
e-RFPS, 60% to 70% of the sourcing spending is performed online. For e-auctions, it's
10% to 15%. More than 80% of e requisitioning is done online, says Robert K. Harlan,
the director of Internet negotiations for Motorola. In 2001, Motorola saved $126 million
using e-requisitioning. Harlan says that the ROI on e-auctions in particular "has been
huge, 50 times the cost of the project. Motorola used Ariba to process more than 160,000

















Figure 3.1 Project Methodology
3.2 Project Steps and Phase Identification
As mention in the introduction part, in enhancing and developing this new system, it will
involve 6 main phases which is:
a) Revise existing system.
• In this phase, analyzing of the existing system is very significant to gather all the
ideas needed. To get a clear view of what should be accomplished through the
system, I have analyzed and view several online procurement system such as
www.commerx.com and e-procurement system of previous students. From the
analysis, it is to acquire the information on the functionality and limitation of the
system. Is the functionality of the system completely satisfied for the business need
that is to be improved in this project.
b) Planning.
• This is where all the data of the business that related to furniture raw materials
collected. Also included is planning the type of user involve, specific function that
appropriate for each users, and plan how to coordinate input and output data
accordingly. The list of the business data is been search through multiple sites on the
internet and also several journals.
• From the data gathered on the limitation of the previous system, new ideas should be
formed on how to improve the limitation and to make sure the ideas should meet the
latest users and business requirements. This is important to come out with a necessary
objective for the project that is to be accomplished.
• The importance of planning and collect reliable information is to gain as much
knowledge and understanding the scope of e-procurement specifically for SMEs.
After some discussion and agreements, the data that are very sufficient to this
research should include:
a) List of product involves including type, price, name and responsible
distributor.
b) List of vendors involve including name address contact no and etc.
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•c) The level of ICT (Information and Communication Technology)
awareness of SMEs companies in Malaysia.
d) Information ofprocurement process that implemented inside the company.
e) The functional and non functional requirements for the e-procurement
system.
A timeline is also being prepared so that the flow of the project can be controlled and
deadlines can be set.
c) Analysis.
• Data gathering and fact finding by doing research, meetings, interviews and etc to
collect information regarding the new systems developments, problems statement,
requirements and preferences.
• From the result, a several analysis technique is being done to identify necessary
information of each aspect of the system that is reliable and suitable to start design
the system. The analysis details are as follow:
a) Problem Analysis - the task will start with the study on problem domain
where initiallyattempts to learn about the previous system. A studyshould
be well conducting, prove revealing to all parties, including the system
administrator and user. A problem statement should be identified to know
what basically to be accomplished and improve. Define the business
process of the propose system to get clearer view of the flow involves and
finally come out with a system improvement objective to get the list of
objective and constraint that this system should achieved.
b) Requirement Analysis - the task will continue to analyze the business
requirement statement of the system. The analysis will divide into two
parts which is functional and non functional requirement. Functional will
define each function details that involve inside the system and non
functional should describe the external factors for the system.
c) Decision Analysis - finally before move to designs, decision analysis
should be considered to select appropriate tools and software to create the
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system from scratch to fully functional. The selection of the tools should
be considered its reliability, effectiveness and consistency for the system
platform.
d) Design.
• Plan and design the system workflow more specific based on the business process
diagram (context diagram). It also includes the processes involved and type of
information that flow through in and through out of each user that to be perform
through the system. Next develop a use case diagram to define roles of each user
which is administrator, customer and vendor that each must and optionally perform.
Based on the workflow analysis and study of existing procurement system, design
and create the user interface of the system that should be appropriate, friendly, clear
and understandable for the user. Normally the design will start with the design of the
story board. Finallybefore building the database an ERD diagram (entity relationship
diagram) must appropriately design to group information accordingly for input and
output.
e) Build.
• For this task, programming will start to be implemented by creating the user interface
and link each interface and pages accordingly by using PHP. Each page will have
different output and buttons to perform specific actions, hi this development also,
programming will be used to create specific function such as register, login,
messaging, order and etc. When all pages have been successfully linked, the real
design of the database by using will be done by using MySQL by creating all required
instance for the system. It's to be making sure that the database should be able to
query the data inside through the system by having specific function such as add,
delete and update data. Once the database is complete, the connection with the




• During the development phase, few testing will be conducted in order to make
sure the system is working well completely. The test will conduct during the link of the
interface, link of the database, query of the database, function of each button and finally
the output. This stage by stage test will help to detect error and flaw of the system easier
and faster and fix the problem simultaneously. After the system has complete, a major
testing will be conducted where a user will involve by accessing the system from
different place. Should be more than one user involve. Any comments from the user
should be taking into consideration in improving the system.
3.3 Tools
To accomplish the task of designing and developing this system, many applications and
tools required. Different parts of the prototype need to author by using different tools
such as the database, the coding to create function and to design the user interface.
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2002
It's a web page/application authoring tools which used to design for the platforms page of
the E-Procurement systems.
• Adobe Photoshop CS and Image Ready
Adobe Photoshop CS and Image Ready is hands down, the most popular program for
creating and modifying images. This image authoring tools is used for the design phase
of the system. Adobe Photoshop will be used to design the interfaces of the web pages
and used to editing some graphics or pictures which need to be touch to produce good
image.
• Macromedia Flash MX 2004
Flash MX 2004 is the perfect tool for the web designer, interactive media professional, or
subject matter expert developing multimedia content. Emphasis is on creation, import,
and manipulation ofmany types of media (audio, video, bitmaps, vectors, text, and data).
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• MySQL
The database of choice is MySql Server. The database is used to store and retrieve
information using the application system. Beside that, the store procedures are written
and executed on this database server.
• PHP
As the script language that converts the whole system into web based. The PHP
Hypertext Preprocessor is a programming language that allows web developers to create





4.1 Previous System Discussion
The previous online e-procurement system for SME focusing on various products such as
beverage, seafood, stationary and etc that actually could also work as an auction. The
system contains 5 main options which are catalog, view history, online calculator, forum
and company profile. The catalog option is the core function whereby all the purchasing
and ordering process is being done. From the research that has been made, the previous
systems do have several limitations in terms of lacking of information present to the
viewers. The limitations are:
• Unregistered viewers couldn't benefits any information regarding the products
and the vendors involve that could interest them.
• For the purchasers that want to or has order the product they are unable to view
the quantity ofproduct inside the product catalog. This can create confusion.
• Inside the catalog page, the interface and function involve somehow is confusing.
The button view catalog for both product and vendors is confusing.
• No button for help if the users lost or misunderstood the function.
• Some of the design of the button and coordination of the button and links is not
properly place. This makes the interface looks upside down.
• Either admin, vendors or customer, all login process should be done from the
home page not within the system.
• Announcement page should be leave for one page, and should the first page once
login.
• The homepage should contain the information of background or identification of
the administrator of the system.
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4.2 Ideas to Overcome Results
The new propose system should be able to provide better information for the viewer in
order to attract more buyers by making the system as the most convenient market place to
do business. In reply to this proposition, the new system should be able to overcome the
limitation that exists by creating:
• Better user interface design by following the real standard of user interface guideline.
• Better design is significant for better attraction as the viewers will only like to use a
system that is understandable and user friendly.
• All the information regarding the products and also the vendors should also be posted
at the homepage for easiness of users. Function such as search could also be added to
assist for faster searching.
• Regarding the product information, the most significant data should be visualized to
the viewers including the quantity.
• Help button should be added inside the page to assist the users to familiarize with the
system.
• Design of the button, colors, links and function should be well planed and test.
• Background information or identification of system administrator should be
accessible from homepage or within the site.
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4.3 System Constraints
The discussion on system constraint for this project will be divided into two parts. The
first part will be on the constraint before the project start and another part will be the
constraint after the project is completed. For the first part the project constraint will be
discuss based on four main factors which is schedule, cost, technology and policy.
Schedule The online e-procurement system must be fully operational by 1st of
May. There are 14 weeks given in completion of the project, the
process of analysis, design, testing and implementation should be
able to complete within this period of time.
Cost This is an academic project, the tools and equipment should be
provided by the university, the main objective is the system to
accomplish the requirement of the project. The cost of the full
functional should affordable enough for many SME companies to
use it.
Technology The new system must operate online 24 hours, it should able to link
customer worldwide. The new system should be highly supported
by database management system. The user interface design for the
new system should be user friendly and well coordinated than the
previous system.
Policy The system only involve licensing vendors that's has been
permitted by the government. All the procedures provided by the
administrator should be understandable and agreed by party,
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Figure 4.1 ProcLink System Architecture
Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of the system generally. Basically to access the system,
both the Vendor and Customer have to log on to the internet and access the web portal
using available web based intermediary tools such as the PCs or laptop. Proclink will be
the e-procurement intermediary that will be under control of the administrator who will
take control of the system access and output. As usual the customers have to register first
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in order to log in to the system before they can do any business transaction through the
system. Even still not registered, customer still can surf the website to view the
information of the products and vendor involve inside the system.
For the Proclink web based intermediary, the task will divided into three categories which
is the Customer module, Vendor module and Administrator module whereby each user
will have different function modules in the system. Below are the details of each module:
> Customer Modules - Messaging (MSG), Product list by categories (PL),
Shopping cart (SC), Pricing Request (PR), Purchase Order (PO), Search Vendor
(SV), Product History (PH).
> Vendor Modules - Messaging (MSG), Add Product (AP), Search Product (SP),
Inventory Control (IC), Manage Order (MO), Print Invoice (PI), Shipping
Charges (SC).
> Admin Modules - Messaging (MSG), Manage User (MU), News Letter (NL),
Tracking Statistic (TS), Manage Layout (ML), Shipping Option (SO), Payment
Methods (PM).
All information such as product list, customer details, vendor details, order details,
invoice details and announcement will be stored in the Proclink database mysql server.
The database of the server will be mampulated by PHP and MySQL database. For
security reason application such as SSL (Secure Socket Layer), firewalls tools and a
backup database would be necessary.
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Figure 4.2 Context Data Flow Diagram
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Figure 4.3: Data Flow Diagram
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4.7 System Improvement Objectives
System Improvement Objectives
System objective System constraint
1. Decrease the time needed to 1. Human manual workforce will
procure product manually. decrease.
2. Decrease the workload required to 2. System must be compatible with
handle manual procurement such as windows Xp operating system.
surveys and research. 3. System must be reliable to be
3. Provide more important data related online 24 hours.
for customer satisfaction. 4. System must be connecting to a
4. Improve user interface design. database management system.
Make it more user friendly to the user. 5. Must be handle by a reliable and
5. Information content should be place good server to handle multiple data and
in a correct page. access.
6. Provide system help. 6. System must be secured from
7. Maintain page, background, button internet viruses and hackers.
and surrounding colors. 7. System must have a backup if
8. Eliminate data entry process as less something bad to happen.
as possible. Main data entries only 8. Any system must have an internet
happen during registration for new service and device to connect to the
user. website.
9. For orders and invoice, reduce as
many keystrokes as possible by
replacing keystrokes with point and
click objects on screen.
10. Administrator task and function
should be clearly defined.
11. Vendor task should be clearly
31
defined.
Figure 4.4 System Improvement Objectives
4.8 Requirement Analysis
The initial task of the requirements analysis phase is to identify requirements. While this
may seem to be an easy or trivial task, it is often the source of many errors, omission and
conflicts. The foundation for this task was established in the problem analysis phase
when we identified system improvement objectives. Minimally, this task translates those
objectives into an outline of functional and nonfunctional requirements that will be
needed to meet the objectives.
Afunctional requirement is a description of activities and service a system must provide.
Where else nonfunctional requirement is description of other features, characteristics and




To enhance the previous system the product list of items that been sell through the system
have been made available not only inside the system but also can be view by non register
user at the site home page. The information includes the product name, product type,
price and vendor responsible. This concept in much more effective in attracting more
customer.
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o Generate Order Form
This one of the major process of procurement phases, to acquire the selected items
customer have fill in the order from and submitted to the respective vendor that distribute
the items.
o Generate Invoice
Once an order has been received, the companywhich sells the product must respond by
delivering an invoice. This invoice is to verify and confirm the availability of theproduct
and thepayment before theproduct is confirmed to be sent to the delivery address.
o Messaging
A function that will help user in the system to communicate with each other by sending
text messages. The entire text message that a user received will be kept inside the inbox
where user will open to read any and delete afterward if they wanted to. User also can
message the administrator if there's anyproblem or enquiries relates to the system.
o Shopping Cart
A function that act as a real cart for customer to add items that they are interested in but
not yet decided to buy. Shopping cart give customer reviews on the total price of the
product that they are interestedand the productdetails.
o Purchase Request
A function that allow customer to set price on the product that they wanted to buy. If the
vendor accepts the price they will allow the procurement process to continue and
complete elsethe request will be rejected andcustomer has to set another price.
o Order History
This page allow customer to check on their previous order and its status. Its also




Special purpose for administrator to post any related announcement that to assist both
vendor and customer to be aware of any latest news or event that relate to the system or
business.
o Update Product Info
Administrator will have the option to post any new product into the system product list.
They also can edit and delete their existing product information. If there is a case of
problem, vendor can contact administrator to update the product info for them.
o Manage User
Administrator will responsible in managing both customer and vendor that register to the
system. Admin have the privilege to delete users account and able to monitor all user
progress through the system statistically.
Vendor Function
o Add Product
A function that allow vendor to add their product into the system or modify the details of
their existing products inside the system.
o Manage Categories
This will allow vendor to add new categories for their store. This will helps vendor to
coordinate their product under specific categories that in the end will help the customer to
search the products easier.
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o Product Search
These functions make it easier for vendor to search for their product if they have
multiples list ofproducts inside the system.
o Order List
Vendor can view order list that they received from the customer for a particular product.
Vendor also can view the previous order for reference reason.
• Non-Functional Requirement
o Inexpensive
This system is specifically design for Small and medium companies, in this case cost
must be taken into great consideration to support and pursue small and medium
companies to use e-procurement solution in the business. Most small medium companies
wouldn't dare to take the risk by purchasing an expensive system.
o Security
For an online system, trust is a very important asset. Especially for companies that want
to use the system for purchasing and procuring, this will involve a lot of money. A
system should be able to take control from any risk of danger that can harm any
transaction or function inside the system. A loginpage is being developed where by only
registered user with specific password can enter the system. Each user a responsible for
their own information, meaning user can't manipulate;' other information without
permission.
o Reliability
The system should be reliable. The system must not perform with any error that can harm
any transaction, the system also must be able to perform intensively and simultaneously
where by multiple users connect to the system from different place and perform different
task on the system at the same time. The system should be able to handle the situation.
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All the data that save should be accurate and safely store and as an online system it
should be able to work 24 hours everyday.
o User friendly
In terms of the design of the system, user of the system (vendor and customer) should be
able to understand on how to navigate through out the procurement for example on how
to register, how to order items, how to login and etc. A user friendly system will make the
user comfortable to use the system.
4.9 Product Information
All the product information on furniture raw materials for this system has been analyze
from the Malaysian Timber Council suppliers. Specifically this system will handle 5
main categories ofproducts which are:
• Sawn Timber (examples; balau, bintagor, chengal)
• Panel Products (examples; veneer, plywood)
• Moldings (examples; solid moldings, general moldings, laminated boards)
• Builders Carpentry & Joinery (examples; solid door, door jamb, hand rail)
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Figure 4.5: The Customer Home Page
Homepage of the systemwhere it containgeneral announcement that is post by the
systemadministrator. User also can go to the other link from the homepage such as the
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Figure 4.6: The product list page
This is thepage for customer to view from thesite about the products details. The
product list canbe viewed under different categories and vendors.
Purchase Request Page
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Figure 4.7: The Purchase Request Page
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If the user want to login to the system they have to register first in order to procure the
goods from the system. They require filling all the required denotes and press submit
button when they are done.
Shopping Cart Page
Your shopping cart
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Figure 4.8: The Shopping Cart Page
During the purchasing process, shopping cart function allow customer to add all the items
they prefer to buy but not decided to buy yet. Shopping cart help customer to review the
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Figure 4.10: Purchase Receipt
Customers receive a receipt of their goods once the process of their procurement
completed and confirm by the vendor.
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Figure 4.12: Invoicing Page




Figure 4.13: Product list by Vendor






Figure 4.14: Messaging Page
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Vendor Main page
You are iit your ik-i soiial provider area!
From this pagp, you canoperate your products andyour orders ina very easy way! The menu onthe left isused to maaage your products andordei
This section allows you to create new products in stock.
Once you add a new product it wiU be published right away.
ITaese sectionsallowyou to modify/delete existing products in stock. Once you modifya product, its data willbe updated rightaway.
•» &nfoit -product*
•» Export iwwfacts
These sections allow you to exchange products data with external CSV files.
**Global product options
Thispage allows youto manage productoptions inglobalscope. Youare ableto create/modiiy/delete productoptions for multiple products.
•*'Extra fields
This section allows theadding of additional non-standard fields to theproducts table. For example, this might be usedtoaddanAuthor andI5BN fi.
produetthalisabook.
•» Ship-ping charges
This section allows you to define the USA slapping calculations for each shipping method .defined for your store.
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Figure 4.16: Vendor Add Product Page
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Manage Categories
Icon Pqs. Category name
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E-Procurement offers significant cost savings for both within and between corporations,
and provokes efficient competition among suppliers. When the competition is not so
fierce to make the e-market place formidable, e-procurement is definitely a better choice
for both the buyer and the supplier. In a research that have been done before, the
acceptance of e-procurement system by SME in this country is still quite less even the
system is considered cheap and worthy investment. More company should understand the
usefulness of e-procurement. Relate to that, this kind of projects and research should be
widely projected around the country not only helping the company to have the best
system that can be develop but it will also help our self as a developer or researcher to
gain more experiences and skills. Everybody should join together to exchange ideas and
comments on how to make the system to provide thebest service as it canto benefits the
business the most should also assist the economic growth. As a conclusion, the main
point ofthe project is to enhance the previous system and to explore the significant needs
orfactors to implement E-Procurement concepts from a good data gathering and findings,
a working system should be well developed to provide the service in a real environment
andprovide the outputs thathavebeen expected.
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1. To view the products list, customer can click any six categories that are
available at the homepage which is sawn timber, mouldings, carpentry, panel
product, furniture components and other timber products.
2. To get details information on the products just click the products image.
3. If customer seriously want to procure the products, click the register link at
the right side of the page and fill in all the details required including username
and password that will be used to login to the system to procure products.
Once registered, validation will be sent to email then only customer can login.
4. To procure the products customer first of all set the number of the quantity
they want to procure then click the buy now link. The information will be
carry to the shopping cart page.
5. From the shopping cart page it will calculate the total price of the selected
items, customer can click update to save the products information inside the
shopping cart or click delete to remove it. Then click checkout link to
continue with the order process where customer has to choose the type of
payment and click continue to go to the payment details page.
6. Inside the payment details page, customer can click modify to change the
order details and click change payment method before order is confirmed.
Finally just click submit to confirm the order and customer will receive a
confirmation message.
7. To check the order status later on, customer can click the order history link to
see the reply from the vendor.
8. For any question customer can click contact us link for any assistance from
the system admin that relate to the proclink.
Vendor Manual
1. First of all at the vendor homepage click login link to enter the system if
alreadyregistered. If not have to get permissionfrom the systemadmin first.
2. To view order list from customer just click order link. Inside order page just
select any order using the radio button then click order details to see the full
details of that order. If the orders are satisfying vendor can select complete if
not just select reject. That information will be resend to the buyer to confirm
the order status. Vendor also can view the validate invoice of the order by
clicking invoice link and can print it.
3. To add new items with different categories vendor can do it through
categories page by clicking categories link.
4. To add new product vendor can go to product page by clicking add product
link. Here also vendor can modify the details of existing product inside their
store.
5. For shipping purpose vendor can click shipping link to enter shipping page to
set the type of shipping available for customer to deliver the product.
Different vendor sometime offer different shipping service and price.
6. Finally when everything is updated, just click logout to exit the system.
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